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QUOTATION NOTICE

Sealed  limited quotations are invited from reputed agencies for the construction of  two panthals,
one at the premises of Senate Hall for providing Tea and Lunch and another at the University park
to arrange networking Dinner, for the South Zone Vice Chancellor's meet 2017-18 hosted at  Calicut

University Campus on 18th  & 19th December 2017

The quotations should reach the Joint  Registrar (Planning and Development Branch) University of
Calicut, PO Calicut University, 673635 on or before 3PM of 12th December 2017. The rates should
be inclusive of all charges including GST. The cover containing the quotations should bear the
Superscription "Quotations for construction of  panthals ". Late and incomplete quotations will not be
accepted. The quotations will be opened at 4PM on 12th December 2017 in the presence of such of
the bidders or their authorized representatives who may be present at that time.

      Specifications:-

  I. Panthal

1. Rain proof panthal with seating capacity for 100 people
2. Cloth ceiling with decoration
3. Side covering with decorative cloth
4. Round Table with cloth covering*- 20 tables.
5. Chairs semi executive with cloth covering*- 80 numbers
6. Ceiling Fan ( 8 numbers) and necessary lighting in the panthal* 
7. Decorative light*
8. Sufficient number of Spot Light (1000 watts)*
9. Hand wash facility- Wash Basin*

10. Pedestal Fan*- 4 numbers
11. Coolers *
12. Red floor Carpett*

II  Two numbers of Arches to be erected one at the University Main Gate and another at the
gate of the Senate hall.

III One 80 KVA generator with accessories

IV One Video Wall (with stand and cable)- Aspect Ratio- 16: 9, Size- 9 feet x 6 feet, 

    The rates should include supply of the same at the venue and arranging them at the appropriate
place. The agency should be ready to supply  any other items required   for the programme, in case
of any unforeseen contingency.

* Rate per piece  should be mentioned , Dining tables and chairs to be shifted to the two
Panthals, as per the requirements.

 

                                                                                                   Sumangala V.K

To

    The System Analyst (with a request to publish in the University website)

Copy to: PS to VC/ PA to PVC/ PA to Registrar/FC


